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Abstract—A three-dimensional (3-D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) scheme is employed to simulate ground-penetrating radars. Conducting shield walls and absorbers are used to reduce the direct coupling to the receiver. Perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary conditions are used for matching the multilayered media and simulating physical absorbers inside the FDTD computational domain. Targets are modeled by rectangular prisms of arbitrary permittivity and conductivity. The ground is modeled by homogeneous and lossless dielectric media.

Index Terms—Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD), ground-penetrating radar, perfectly matched layers (PMLs).

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) [1] method has been one of the most popular methods for the simulation of ground-penetrating-radar (GPR) systems [2]–[4] in recent years. In contrast to integral-equation-based techniques, the FDTD method is a powerful tool to solve problems involving arbitrary inhomogeneities [5]–[11] and nonuniformly (nonplanarly) layered media. The number of unknowns required by the FDTD method does not necessarily increase as the configuration of the inhomogeneous ground model changes, as long as the resolution of the discretized problem space (i.e., the FDTD computational domain) is not changed. In this paper, three-dimensional (3-D) FDTD simulation results of GPR systems are presented for design, analysis, and evaluation purposes. A perfectly matched layer (PML) [12]–[17] absorbing boundary condition (ABC) is employed to terminate the FDTD computational domain. In addition to this usual function of the PML at the borders, in this paper, we report a novel use of the PML ABC inside the FDTD computational domain to simulate physical absorbers.

The computational model of a typical GPR problem is illustrated in Fig. 1. This model includes the following elements.

1) The ground is modeled as a lossless homogeneous dielectric medium with arbitrary permittivity. Lossy and inhomogeneous ground models are reported elsewhere [18].
2) The air is modeled as free space (vacuum).
3) The ground–air interface is planar and lies on a constant-plane. Surface roughness of the ground is considered in another study [18].
4) The targets can be arbitrary in quantity, shape, location, and material properties. In this work, targets are modeled as dielectric and conducting rectangular prisms. Modeling results of multiple dielectric and conducting targets of prism and disk shapes are reported in other papers [18]–[20].
5) The radar unit consists of transmitting and receiving antennas and, optionally, shields and absorbers. Details of various radar-unit models will be reported in the following sections together with their respective advantages and disadvantages.
6) The computational domain is terminated with an implementation of the PML ABC that is suitable for layered media [19, Appendix].

II. THE RADAR UNIT

A majority of the simulated GPR models found in the literature contain a transmitting and a receiving antenna, located at the same elevation above the ground–air interface [6]–[8]. The transmitter (T) generates the fields penetrating the ground with a particular polarization and the receiver (R) collects and samples the fields with the same polarization. Fig. 2 depicts such a transmitter–receiver (TR) configuration.

In this work, the transmitting antenna is selected as a small $\pi$-polarized dipole, modeled by a single Yee cube of constant current density. The time variation of this current source is given by

$$J_x(t) = \frac{1}{\Delta^3} \left[ 4 \left( \frac{t}{\tau} \right)^3 - \left( \frac{t}{\tau} \right)^4 \right] e^{-t^2/\tau^2} \quad (1)$$

where $\tau = 1/(4\pi f_0)$, $f_0$ is the center frequency of the pulse, and $\Delta = \Delta x = \Delta y = \Delta z$ is the sampling interval in space. For a center frequency of $f_0 = 300$ MHz, plots of (1) in the time and frequency domains are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively.
This pulse function is both time-limited and band-limited and is preferred for its small dc content and smooth character in time. Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that the source function with 500 MHz center frequency dies out after 2 ns. In Fig. 3(b), frequency components with more than 40 dB (two orders of magnitude) below the largest component are plotted in dashes. It is seen that a substantial amount of energy of the source signal predominantly lies between 0–4 GHz.

This current source is coupled to the FDTD computational domain using the following one of the six Maxwell’s equations:

$$\frac{\partial E_x}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \left( \frac{\partial H_z}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial H_y}{\partial z} - \sigma E_x - J_x \right). \tag{2}$$

The discretization of (2) yields

$$E_x^{i+\frac{1}{2} j k,n} = \frac{2\varepsilon - \sigma \Delta t}{2\varepsilon + \sigma \Delta t} E_x^{i+\frac{1}{2} j k,n-1}$$

$$- \frac{\Delta t}{2\varepsilon + \sigma \Delta t} \left( H_y^{i+\frac{1}{2} j k,n-\frac{1}{2}} - H_y^{i+\frac{1}{2} j k,n+\frac{1}{2}} \right)$$

$$+ H_z^{i+\frac{1}{2} j k,n-\frac{1}{2}} - H_z^{i+\frac{1}{2} j k,n+\frac{1}{2}}$$

$$+ \frac{2\Delta t}{(2\varepsilon + \sigma \Delta t)} f_x^{i+\frac{1}{2} j k,n-\frac{1}{2}}. \tag{3}$$

where $\Delta t$ is the sampling interval in time (time step). The other five equations are not modified and therefore are not repeated here for brevity. The full set of discretized Maxwell’s equations can be found in many FDTD references, e.g., [21] and [22]. If the location of the transmitter is

$$(x_t, y_t, z_t) = (i_t \Delta x, j_t \Delta y, k_t \Delta z) \tag{4}$$

then $J_x$ in (3) is nonzero only when $(i, j, k) = (i_t, j_t, k_t)$. The receiver is implemented by sampling and storing the values of the $x$, $y$, or $z$ component of the electric field, depending on the choice of polarization. Thus, discrete values

$$E^{i,j,k,n} = E(i \Delta x, j \Delta y, k \Delta z, n \Delta t) \tag{5}$$

of the electric-field function $E(x, y, z, t)$ are obtained at the receiver. When the radar unit is stationary and the receiver collects data at a point $(x_0, y_0, z_0)$ in space for successive instants of time, this process is called an A-scan and the resulting one-dimensional array of data is denoted as

$$E^m = E(i \Delta x = x_0, j \Delta y = y_0, k \Delta z = z_0, n \Delta t). \tag{6}$$

A B-scan is obtained by performing repeated A-scan measurements at discrete points on a linear path. For example, the two-dimensional (2-D) array of electric-field values

$$E^{i,j,n} = E(i \Delta x, j \Delta y = y_0, k \Delta z = z_0, n \Delta t) \tag{7}$$

can be considered as a set of B-scan data when the radar unit moves in the $x$ direction. Similarly

$$E^{i,j,k,n} = E(i \Delta x, j \Delta y, k \Delta z = z_0, n \Delta t). \tag{8}$$

denotes the 3-D data collected on a 2-D rectangular grid of discrete points on a constant $z$-plane. This measurement is called a C-scan and can be considered as combining several B-scans.
III. ISSUES ON GPR DESIGN AND DETECTION

In the typical TR configuration of Fig. 2, the total received signal is the sum of three individual signals: the direct signal (D) coupled from the transmitter to the receiver, the signal reflected from the ground (G), and the signal scattered by the buried target (S). The desired signal is the S signal, which contains information about the position and the characteristics of the buried target. However, the D signal is usually much larger than the S signal, rendering the detection of the S signal (and thus the buried object) difficult or impossible in the absence of the D signal. As an example, Fig. 4 displays the B-scan plots of the large D+G+S signals and the small S signals recorded by a radar unit moving above a dielectric rectangular prism buried under the ground–air interface. The S signals displayed in Fig. 4(b) are obtained with the subtraction of the results of an extra simulation involving a homogeneous ground in the absence of the target. The result of this extra simulation provides the sum of D and G signals, which are subtracted from the D+G+S signals to extract the S signals.

For each of the plots in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the maximum value of the electric field obtained in each B-scan measurement, i.e.,

\[ E_{\text{max}} = \max_{\tau} \max_{n} E_{\text{sc}}^{\tau n} \]

is displayed in the title of the corresponding plot and is used to normalize the amplitudes of the A-scan signals in that plot. Comparison of these two values and the examination of the B-scan plots in Fig. 4(a) reveals that a very large D signal renders the detection of buried targets very difficult. However, there are some special techniques that can be employed to ease the detection of the S signal. Some of these techniques are as follows.

1) The D+G signal can be computed or measured exactly, or in most cases approximately, in the absence of the buried object(s), and subtracted from the total received signal to obtain the S signal. Obtaining the D+G signal actually is possible only when a simulation with a homogeneous ground model is performed [6],[10], as mentioned above. In actual measurements, the ground is not homogeneous, and therefore, the D+G signal can be approximately obtained by averaging the received signals over a region, which is believed to reflect the typical environment characteristics, but with no buried target(s). Even an approximate determination of the D+G signal facilitates the detection of the S signal remarkably, as demonstrated in [18].

2) Using short pulses with high-frequency contents, the D, G, and S signals can be separated in time in the total received signal. Then, the D or D+G signals can be eliminated by windowing them out in time. Fig. 5 displays the simulation results of a GPR unit operating at a center frequency of 2000 MHz. Although the D signals shown in Fig. 5(a) are much larger than the S signals in Fig. 5(b), they are much narrower in time and die out after 300 time steps. Therefore, by removing the first 300 time steps out of the picture, it is possible to detect the S signals in the magnified D+G+S signals visually, as shown in Fig. 5. It would not be useful to apply this technique on the results of Fig. 4, where \( f_0 = 500 \) MHz and thus the pulse width is four times larger.

3) If the D and S signals can be separated in time using short pulses, then, as an alternative method to time windowing, the total received signal can be multiplied by a scaling function that grows exponentially in time. This way, the S signal can be magnified to a level that allows comfortable detection even in the presence of the D signal.

4) A transmitter–receiver–transmitter (TRT) type of GPR configuration can be used [9],[19]. If the two transmitters are fed with a phase difference of 180° between them, then the D signals and most of the G signals cancel out at the receiver location, due to the symmetry in the problem.

5) To substantially weaken the D signal, the transmitter and the receiver can be isolated using conductive and/or absorbing shields [8],[23]. This technique is further investigated in this paper, and simulation results of such GPR designs are presented in Section IV.

The two examples depicted by Figs. 4 and 5 emphasize the visual detection of the S signal in the total received signal. In practice, sophisticated detection algorithms are employed instead of visual detection. For example, one of the simpler detection algorithms is used in [18]. Since algorithmic detection can be achieved even when visual detection is not possible, visual detection is not an absolute necessity. Nevertheless, the effects of weakening the D signal on the visual detection is studied in this paper since similar improvements will be observed in algorithmic detection, too. That is, a large D signal degrades the performances of detection algorithms, too, and needs to be eliminated as much as possible. Various GPR designs are presented in Section IV for this purpose.

IV. GPR MODELING WITH SHIELDS AND ABSORBERS

In the previous section, isolation of the transmitting and the receiving antennas was suggested to weaken the D signal and
to facilitate the detection of the desired S signal. Such isolation can be provided by placing perfectly conducting shield walls between and around the two antennas.

In addition to reducing the direct coupling to the receiver, there are two other reasons for shielding the antennas: First, shielding also reduces the coupling of the exterior noise to the receiver. Second, the transmitting and the receiving antennas become more directive with shield walls around them. For these reasons, it has been a popular technique to shield the antennas in practical [2] and computational GPR applications [8]. Examples of shielded GPR geometries are shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c).

Conducting shield walls alone are not completely beneficial since they cause large reflections and generate resonant fields. The resonance effects are observed as high-frequency oscillations on the total received signal. In practical applications, this problem is solved by mounting absorbers on the inner faces of the shield walls [23], as depicted in Fig. 6(d) and (e). Current research on absorbers [24],[25] constantly produces new absorbing materials with reduced thickness and high performance for practical use. The improved features of these novel materials provide high absorption in a small thickness, which, in turn, results in rapidly varying fields. Although the FDTD modeling of isolated absorbers is possible, it is almost impossible to accurately model the rapid fields inside the absorbers in a system-level simulation as discussed in this paper. Therefore, such high-performance physical absorbers are simulated using the PML ABC in this paper. That is, the PML ABC is implemented on the inner walls of the conducting shields inside the FDTD computational domain, in addition to the outer boundaries.

For the transmitter operating at a center frequency of 500 MHz and a Yee cell size of 5 mm, the thickness of the PML absorbers is selected as four cells. The PML absorbers are backed by the conducting walls of the shields. In addition, the sides of the PML absorbers (along their thicknesses) must also be covered by conducting shields, as illustrated in Fig. 6(d) and (e). Otherwise, electromagnetic boundary conditions would be violated on these side surfaces of the PML absorbers. The conducting shields along the side walls of the PML absorbers produce large reflections. The conductivities of the PML absorbers are selected unusually large in order to minimize the total reflection, which is dominated by the reflection from these side walls. The PML absorbers inside the shields employ quadratic conductivity profile with a maximum value of 45.8 S/m, a value much larger than the typical conductivity values used in the PML ABCs placed on the borders of the FDTD computational domain.

The radiation patterns of five different GPR models are given in Fig. 6(a)–(e). These patterns are obtained by plotting

$$\max_n E_x^{i,k,n} = \max_n E_x(i \Delta x = 0, j \Delta y, k \Delta z, n \Delta t)$$

(10)

which are the maxima of the x-component of the electric-field values at every point on a y-z plane centered with respect to the radar unit. In Fig. 6(a)–(e), no ground model is implemented in the simulations and the y-z plane, on which the pattern plots are given, is in free space. The radiation patterns given in Fig. 6(a)–(f) are normalized individually. The y- and z-axes denote the j and k-indices of the corresponding Yee cell in (10), where the size of a Yee cell is set as 5 mm. For the simple TR pair, the large coupling to the receiver is observed in Fig. 6(a).
The shield model presented in Fig. 6(b), which consists of two conducting sheets, separates the transmitter from the receiver and covers their top. The transmitting and the receiving dipole antennas are both placed at an elevation of 13 cm from the ground–air interface. The shield walls, which are 11 cm long in the x-direction, are placed 5 cm away from the dipole antennas, while the transmitter and the receiver are separated by 11 cm in the y-direction. In this work, the shield model shown in Fig. 6(b) is named SH1. Fig. 6(b) shows that SH1 provides a slight directivity toward the ground.

The second shield model, named SH2 and shown in Fig. 6(c), encloses the transmitter and the receiver in two chambers, leaving only the bottom faces open. The transmitter–receiver pair is again separated by 11 cm and the shield walls are again 11 cm long in the x-direction and 5 cm away the antennas. SH2 provides a better directivity toward the ground, due to its side walls' enclosing the transmitting antenna.

The inner faces of the models SH3 and SH4, illustrated in Fig. 6(d) and (e), respectively, are coated with four-cell-thick PML absorbers, i.e., SH3 is assembled by using PML ABC inside SH1, and SH4 is similarly constructed from SH2. Shield model SH3 produces a radiation pattern that is very similar to that of SH1, as depicted in Fig. 6(d). However, Fig. 6(e) demonstrates that SH4, in contrast to SH2, maintains a good directivity toward the ground. In addition to Fig. 6(a)–(e), Fig. 6(f) illustrates the radiation pattern of the GPR model in Fig. 6(e) over a homogeneous ground model with \( \varepsilon_r = 3 \) permittivity. Therefore, the \( y-z \) plane in Fig. 6(f) extends into the ground. Fig. 6(f) demonstrates that the existence of the ground increases the coupling to the receiver, due to the reflections from the ground–air interface.

To demonstrate the effect of the PML absorbers inside the GPR models in Fig. 6, the reflection ratio of the incident signal is obtained at the transmitter location of SH4. Two simulations are performed, with the SH4 model present and absent, where the \( x \)-components of the electric-field variables at the transmitter locations are recorded for 1024 time steps. Then, the results of these simulations are subtracted from each other to obtain the signal reflected from the PML and conducting walls of SH4. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of this difference signal is divided by the FFT of the signal obtained with no shield present, in order to calculate the electric-field reflection ratios with respect to frequency. Fig. 7 displays these reflection coefficients, obtained by model SH4, on a logarithmic scale. As demonstrated in Fig. 3(b), the energy of the source signal is predominantly carried by the frequency components less than 4 GHz. Fig. 7 presents the reflection coefficients for frequency components below 4 GHz with a solid curve, while the values above 4 GHz are plotted with a dashed curve. Fig. 7 illustrates that the electric-field reflection coefficients obtained with SH4 are less than \( 10^{-2} \) for the dominant frequency components. Therefore, the PML walls mounted on the inner walls of the shield model SH4 achieve a significant amount of absorption of the waves incident on them.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

To better illustrate the effects of the shield models, Fig. 8 displays the simulation results obtained with five different GPR models. In all of these simulations, \( \Delta = 5 \text{ mm}, \Delta t = 9 \text{ ps} \), and the GPR units operating at \( f_0 = 500 \text{ MHz} \) are located 7.5 cm above the ground–air interface. A dielectric rectangular prism of \( 5 \times 5 \times 4 \text{ cm}^3 \) and \( \varepsilon_r = 3 \) is buried 15 cm under the ground and exactly under the GPR unit. The ground is modeled as a homogeneous dielectric half-space with a permittivity of \( 8\varepsilon_0 \). The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the total and scattered signals are given in Table I, which also displays the ratios of these amplitude values for the five GPR models shown in Fig. 8(a)–(e).

Fig. 8 displays the problem geometries, scattered signals, and received signals for all GPR models introduced in Fig. 6. The scattered signals shown in Fig. 8 are obtained from the total received signals by subtracting the results of extra simulations performed in the absence of the scatterer, as described in Section III. It should be noted that these extra simulations are performed with exactly the same computational configuration as the simulations involving the buried target. The use of identical configurations in both simulations increases the accuracy of the scattered signals presented in Fig. 8. Since the waves emitted by the transmitter and reflected by the PML boundaries are present in both simulations, their subtraction yields the elimination of the largest PML reflections in the simulations. Moreover, the waves first reflected from the ground–air interface and then from the PML boundaries are also present in both simulations, and thus absent in the scattered signals. The largest noise present in the scattered-signal plots of Fig. 8(a)–(e) are due to the signals that are first scattered from the target and then reflected by the PML boundary. This noise signal is much smaller than the scattered signal that directly reaches the receiver, and thus, the scattered signal is dominated by the signals reflected from the target. The elimination of these PML reflections is important in certain GPR simulations, such as Fig. 8(a), where the waves reflected from the buried target are much smaller than the total received signal. If the PML reflection is comparable to or larger than the scattered waves, then it may not be possible to obtain the scattered signal from the simulation results.

Fig. 8(a) displays the results obtained when the simple TR pair is used, with no shields or absorbers employed. Although the scattered signal is slightly visible in the received signal just before the five-hundredth time step in Fig. 8(a), the total signal is 151 times larger than the the scattered signal, as displayed.
in the bottom row of Table I. Considering the additional noise factor in the practical GPR applications, it is very difficult to detect such a weak scattered signal in the large total signal.

Table I displays that the shield model SH1, depicted in Fig. 8(b), reduces the coupling to the receiver from 17,602 V/m to 4,139 V/m. However, SH1 also scales the scattered-field amplitude down by almost 50%. Moreover, the signal received by SH1 has a relatively larger tail than the received signal of the simple TR pair. These two factors constitute a disadvantage for the detection of shallow buried targets. The scattered signal is hardly visible in the received signal shown in Fig. 8(b).

Fig. 8(c) demonstrates that the resonant fields due to the perfectly conducting shield walls are dominant when SH2 is employed. Table I suggests that the amplitude ratio of the received and the scattered signals is reduced to 23 by using SH2. However, the received signal in Fig. 8(c) contains large oscillations.

---

Fig. 8. Simulation results obtained with five different GPR models: (a) simple TR pair, (b) SH1, (c) SH2, (d) SH3, and (e) SH4. The center frequency of the transmitter is 500 MHz. A dielectric rectangular prism of 5 × 5 × 4 cm³ is buried 15 cm under the ground. The GPR unit is located exactly above the dielectric prism. The unit of time steps is Δt, where Δt = 9 ps.
in its late periods, which renders the detection of the scattered signal very difficult.

Fig. 8(d) presents the results obtained using SH3. In Fig. 8(d), the S signal is not visible on the total signal, due to the large tail of the total signal. However, when shield model SH4 is used, the scattered signal is observed on the received signal, as seen in Fig. 8(e). The interval where the scattered signal can be observed is marked (with a circle) on the total signal. Fig. 8(e) also illustrates the relatively smaller tail of the total received signal, easing the detection of the target.

In Table I, the amplitude ratio of the total and scattered signals is given as 23.9 for SH3, while the same ratio is 67.2 for SH1. Since the only difference between models SH1 and SH3 is the PML coating on the inner faces of the shield walls, it is possible to conclude that these absorbers decrease the amplitude ratio and facilitate the detection of the scattered signal. Table I also displays the peak-to-peak amplitude ratio as 16.4 for shield model SH4. SH4 is the most satisfactory shield model presented in this paper, not only with the lowest amplitude ratio but also with the small tail of the total signal.

The advantages of SH4 are further elaborated with the B-scan results presented in Fig. 9(a) and (b), where the dielectric prism is buried 10 and 15 cm deep, respectively. Except for the depth of the target, all other parameters of the simulations are exactly the same as those of Fig. 8(e). Careful examination of Fig. 9 reveals that shield model SH4, supported by PML absorbers, successfully weakens the direct signal coupling from the transmitter to the receiver. When the total signals are zoomed after the three-hundredth time step in order to window out the direct signals, the scattered signals become visually detectable in Fig. 9.

Conducting targets are in general stronger scatterers than dielectric targets. To demonstrate that SH4 performs even better for conducting targets, the dielectric prism of Fig. 9 is replaced by a perfectly conducting rectangular prism, keeping all the other parameters unchanged. Fig. 10 displays the B-scan results when the conducting prism is buried 10 and 15 cm under the ground–air interface. The scattered signals are clearly observed in the total received signals, without any windowing in time, establishing that the energies of the scattered signals are comparable with the energies of the direct signals coupled to the receiver.

### VI. Conclusion

In this paper, 3-D GPR simulations are carried out using the FDTD method. Ground is modeled as a homogeneous medium, and the targets are modeled as dielectric and conducting rectangular prisms. The computational space is terminated by layered PML ABC, which matches the air, the ground regions, and the interface between them. A realistic GPR unit is modeled by a pair of single-cell receiving and transmitting antennas, isolated by perfectly conducting shield walls coated with absorbers. The absorbers are not selected as lossy physical materials. Instead, four-cell-thick PML absorbers are placed inside the shield walls to absorb the waves excited by the transmitter and reflected from the ground, target, or exterior shield walls.

The GPR configuration with one transmitting and one receiving antenna experiences a large coupling from the transmitter to the receiver. If this coupling is not prevented, then the receiver is blinded by the direct coupling, since this signal firmly dominates the total received signal. In this case, although the total signal is composed of three signals—the coupling from the transmitter, the signal reflected from the ground, and the signal scattered from the target—it is not possible to detect the desired signal, which is the smallest of the three signals, the scattering from the buried target. To overcome this difficulty, the transmitting and the receiving antennas are isolated by various shield models, constructed by conducting walls. However, the majority of these shield models induce resonant fields, observed as large and slowly decaying oscillations, due to the large reflections.
from the inner walls of the shields. In practice, thin microwave absorbers, composed of many thinner slabs of different materials, are employed to absorb the waves incident on the shield walls and prevent the resonance effects, but such material absorbers are computationally expensive to model in the FDTD grid. Instead, the function of the physical absorbers is simulated by using PML absorbers inside the computational domain, on the inner faces of the shield walls. It is observed that the application of PML absorbers elevates the performances of all of the shield models, compared to their performances without absorbers. The GPR model that has the best performance is used to simulate various scenarios with targets of arbitrary conductivity, permittivity, and depth. Simulation results demonstrate that the scattered signal is no longer a very small portion of the total received signal, and that it is even possible to visually detect the buried target in many scenarios.
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